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•Reproduction of 
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materials within 
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lengthy portions of 

a work, at times, a 

book in its entirety.
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Administration 

mandated the 

following:

•Departments will 

no longer 

reproduce 

copyrighted 

materials

•Coursepacks 

must now be 

produced through 

the bookstore

•Other materials 

must be placed on 

electronic or hard 

copy reserve in 

the library.



The mandate led to a flurry of 

responses from faculty, 

administration and librarians 

via an email discussion…

Community
Responses
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Administration

• Risk management perspective

Legal implications of past practices were too risky

Cost implications of departmental copying not       

sustainable



Summary of responses to 

copyright mandate:

Librarians

• Advocate for broad interpretation of 

copyright law  and existing guidelines

• How will mandate effect course reserves    

staff?
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Workshop 

components:

•How to use course 

reserves

•Introduction to 

copyright law with 

an overview of the 

four fair use factors

•The difference 

between guidelines 

and copyright law

•Teaching scenarios 

to prompt audience 

to apply the four fair 

use factors.

•Link to Libguides 

with more 

information.

Based on faculty and 

administrative responses 

we created the copyright 

workshop with the 

following components…
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Benefits include:

•Course reserves 

usage statistics 

increased.

•Faculty began 

rethinking pedagogy

•Administration was 

persuaded to adopt a 

more flexible 

interpretation of fair 

use for the future 

university copyright 

policy.

•Librarians were 

seen as copyright 

advocates and 

educators within the 

community.

Results

The copyright workshop  

resulted in immediate 

benefits. 
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•Don’t assume your audience knows everything, start with the basics

•Make copyright instruction part of your schedule (offer a class once a 

semester/quarter)

•Create online guides and distribute ARL’s Know Your Copy Rights

•Know the difference between copyright law and copyright guidelines

•Be an advocate for a broad and flexible interpretation of fair use (if 

we don’t stand up for it, who will?)

•Educate yourself on the “Good Faith Fair Use Defense”

•And…be prepared for difficult questions!

Learn more at libguides.redlands.edu/copyright


